Rules for teams and for games that expand perspectives!

Diversity in Games & Teams
- Outreach programs for minorities in colleges
- Getting kids into gaming early
- pave the way for minority participation
- Diversity taught in grade one school
- Ending discrimination
- Opportunity for buy-ins on organizations instead of top-down
- Focusing on behavioral and specific people
- Making it a big deal with authenticity!

Collective Creativity Workshop

More incubators for newly graduated students who are doing their own projects/companies rather than just AAA projects.

Entry-Level Job Prospects
- Initiating financial through grants medical/military/evil to help train people that utilize entry level game-related skills/education.
- Request business chances, networking schools for people who need to be picking out their own clients.
- Finding roles for people who can work in the game industry but are not a good fit for development or programming - more casual industry - pull from disciplines.

Career Placement, Advancement, Security
- More schools involved in hiring, better enforcement of internships
- More schools involved in training, better enforcement of internships
- More schools involved in training, better enforcement of internships
- Support for multiple small studios collaborating on larger projects

Work/Life Balance & Compensation
- Assessing unpaid OT and having salaried positions that avoid the unpaid OT issue
- Increase feedback or hiring to assess stories of their situation so they don't feel alone - "shared story"
- Being able to disconnect
- Unionization? List of Do's and Don'ts for studies.
- Highlight compensation, benefits, balance, maternity & paternal leave
- Role of ethics IGDA approved

Entry-Level Job Prospects
- IGDA approved
- No unpaid internships!

Entry-Level Job Prospects
- IGDA approved
- Contracts that are IGDA approved
- Blind hiring/interpreted race, gender, etc. - going on qualifications only.
- More incubators for newly graduated students who are doing their own projects/companies rather than just AAA projects.